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Abstract—As for standard topic model, such as LDA (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation), each topic is generally depicted by a
weighted word set, where the high-ranked words are deemed
more representative. Meanwhile, the probability of each word is
considered as the ability to represent the semantic contribution
for the topic. However, few efforts are focused on enhancing the
representative ability of the topic to support fine grained topic
representation. In this paper, we propose a Word Topic Ware
(WTW) model to take word inherent diversity characteristic
into consideration, in order to screen out and enhance the
more representative words for topic representation. Experimental
results on three large datasets show that our proposed method
can increase the representative ability for topic representation.
In addition, our work will positively affect improving the quality
of topic content analysis.

Index Terms—Topic analysis, Text representation, Topic model,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic topic model (PTM) family [1] offers a promis-
ing solution to discover and extract a mixture of latent topic set
that occur in a large document collection. Under the bag-of-
word assumption, topic modeling approaches, such as Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1], are implicitly capture the
document-level word co-occurrence patterns to reveal each
latent topic as a multinomial distribution over a weighted
word set through the statistical techniques [2]. Meanwhile,
a weighted topic set that supposed to be semantic or repre-
sentative is used to summarize and organize the semantic and
hidden structures of documents. Thus, each document is forced
to represent as the same specific combination of a topic set.
The probability value of the specific word in each topic reflects
its representative ability that we called semantic contribution
degree. Generally, the bigger probability value of the word
represents its bigger semantic capacity ability. Ideally, topics
discovered by standard PTMs should be independent from
each other under the assumption that the topic proportions are
randomly drawn from a Dirichlet distribution. In this paper,
we call it ‘topic independence’. Therefore, the explanation of
each topic should be single-minded and no ambiguity, that is to
say, the topic representation results should maintain the topic
reliability. Unfortunately, it is commonly seen that the same
word often appears in different topics simultaneously in the

real dataset. It makes this topic depiction manner unapparent.
Meanwhile, it is very difficult to keep ‘topic independence’.
But the truth is that the standard PTM is really difficult
to improve this scene. In summary, the reason lies in two
aspects, including word frequency and word inherent diversity
characteristic.

The word with high-frequency in the document collection
is bound to appearing in topic-word distribution with higher
rankings for most of the topics due to the ‘bag-of-word’
assumption. However, the semantic contribution degree of
this kind of words are not in accord with its representative
ability, but weaken topic independence. At the same time,
they are general and popular in topic description, which are
called the common words. However, as it will be seen later,
a topic distribution under which a large number of words
with higher probability is not always likely to be insignificant.
Though most of these words are filtered out in standard PTMs,
which are considered as common stop-words, there are still
majority of common words undertake the supported role for
the topic description, and it should be reserved for avoiding
the semantic loss [3]. And at this point, it is inseparable
from the word inherent diversity characteristic. In standard
PTMs, such as LDA, the top-ranked word set of the specific
topic is generally used to represent the topic description.
Thus, the word inherent diversity characteristic lies in the
semantic representative ability for the specific topic. As we all
known, the outward manifestation of word inherent diversity
characteristic lies in the probability of the word in each topic.
To that end, intensive efforts have been invested on finding the
appropriate method to discriminate the word inherent diversity
characteristic [4].

However, few previous studies consider this discrimination
from the real status of the same word in different topics,
even though it is exactly the common word. To overcome the
limitations of previously proposed methods, specifically, we
propose a Word Topic Ware (WTW) model for taking account
of word inherent diversity characteristic, in order to identify
and refine the quantification of the meaningful representative
words for topic representation. The main idea comes from the
answers of the following two questions extensive: (1) Is the
same word that in different topics represent the same semantic
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meaning? (Q1) (2) Is it correct that each latent topic with
single semantic? (Q2)

The contribution of this paper is as follows. This paper
proposed a WTW model to take word inherent diversity char-
acteristic into consideration, in order to screen out and enhance
the more representative words for topic representation. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time considering the
word inherent diversity characteristic for topic analysis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews the related work on topic quality analysis. Section
3 analyses the incoherence and bias in PTMs. Section 4
presents our proposed method (WTW). Section 5 describes
our experiments. In Section 6, we make a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

In this paper we mainly discuss the topic quality problem of
PTM, so we review the related research effort in this section.
The current automated evaluations of PTM topical quality
research mainly focus on two aspects: topic groups quality
and individual topic quality.

Much effort has been devoted to automated evaluation
approach for topic groups quality, and the mainly metrics
include perplexity and topic coherence. The perplexity value
lies to estimate the generalization capability of the model
fit [5], and the lower value represents a higher performance
of the model. However, this metric pays less attention to the
semantic interpretability of the words composed a specific
topic [6]. The real fact is that the lower perplexity of topics
is not necessarily correlated to better coherence of topics,
even negatively with topic interpretability [6]. Thus, topic
coherence is considered as a supplement metric to evaluate
the topic groups quality emphasised on understandability and
interpretability [7]–[11]. Topic coherence can be estimated by
the semantic similarity of topic words [7], [10], [11] or topic
documents [11].

For the PTM family, the determination or selection the
number K of the most appropriate latent topics is extremely
critical and directly effects the quality of estimated topic set.
Up to now, it is still an open-ended problem in topic modeling.
While large topic number K means lower descriptor ability
of the topic model, as well as intensify the ‘forced topic’
problem [12]. For being avoid this selection dilemma, topic
significance emphasises on evaluating the individual topic
quality to serve for the topic groups quality. AlSumait et
al. [13] devoted to measuring the distances between three
categories ‘junk topics’ comprised of insignificant word group-
ings and the legitimate topics. Chang et al. [6] considered
the interpretability of a topic as a word intrusion task, and
designed topic significance to measure the topic quality in
terms of semantic interpretability of the words composed a
specific topic. Soon, Lau et al. [14] modified and automated
the work of Chang et al. [6] via an improved formulation of
Newman [7] based on normalized pointwise mutual informa-
tion (NPMI). Recently, Chi et al. [15] tried to reranking the
top-ranked word set in topic description in order to find the
more representative words in topics.

III. INCOHERENCE AND BIAS

In fact, the existing approaches about topic coherence as-
sumed that the topic coherence correlates with the coherence is
based on top-N highest ranked word set assigned to the topic,
and we let W denote the word set with N words as topic
description, W=(w1, w2, · · · , wN ). As an example, Table. I
lists the same topic with the represented word set (20 and 200)
discovered by LDA on Reuters-101 dataset (category: interest)
with topic number K is set to 60.

For the first glance, from Table.I, we can intuitively see that
the two descriptions of the topic (top-20: W1, top-200: W2)
are very similar because of some top-ranked words, such as
‘credit, finance’, and we can easily give ‘Finance’ category
label to the topic. However, we find that this is not the case
through further observation. It is obvious that there are lots of
non-relevant words appeared in topic description with larger
word number being selected, such as in W2, which makes the
topic incoherent. With further investigation, we find that some
words are real relevant to the topic, such as ‘bonds, treasury’ in
W2. Nevertheless, they are generally considered low semantic
contribution for the topic representation due to the low-
ranking. Intuitively, we can conclude that the representative
ability in W2 works better. In fact, it will choose a small word
number to construct W in standard topic modeling, and we
find it is inappropriate. Based on these observations, we make
an assumption that whether we can promote the rankings of
these ‘real’ words so as to accomplish the representative ability
of the topic description, as well as alleviating the dilemma of
the word frequency. Furthermore, the subsequent experiments
confirm this assumption.

The fact is that not all topics are high coherent, the
incoherent topics will intensify the inexpressibility of topic
representability. However, in particular, we note that the rep-
resentative ability of topic becomes will be clarity when being
select a large-scale word set. Meanwhile, it will also increase
the risk of the redundancy of the word set. That is to say, the
word with low probability has representative ability instead
[3]. As for the general PTM, the selected word number N is
always set to be a constant, and it has been paid less attention
in relevant research.

Besides incoherence, we also note that a second problem
may play an important role. In particular, the semantic of
the topic may be biased towards the meaning of the top
ranked word set with high probability, which covering the
dominate semantic of the topic. Meanwhile, the low-ranking
word set actually acts as a supplement role because of the low
probability. In addition, the ambiguity of the word is another
influence factor.

From Table. I, we can observe that the topic description in
W2 has two distinct profiles: ‘finance’ and ‘politics’, and the
description words of them are intertwined in W2 even though
we know that finance and politics are always inseparable dis-
tinctly. However, the truth is that it will let the dominate profile
to assign the category of the specific topic [16], [17]. Just like

1http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/database/reuters21578/reuters21578.html



TABLE I: Topic description examples for the same topic on Reuters-10 (category: interest) (The first line (W1) is the original
top-20 word set, the second line (W2) is the original top-200 word set, and the third line (W3) is the new top-200 word set
which re-ranking W2 using our method).

W1 credit, rates, card, committee, six, finance, Canadian, group, limit, balances, trade, report, Imperial, subcommittee, Citicorp, transaction, legislation,
State, previously, American

W2 credit, finance, move, fee, group, state, It, banking, hopes, financial, committee, Visa, balance, Express, transaction, Citicorp, charges, statement,
ct, amount, reduce, responding, Service, subcommittee, OPTIMA, marketing, Chia, Hockin, quarterly, billing, yearly, market-related, allowed,
low, example, threatened, represented, stay, workers, returns, news, levels, sees, factor, pressures, Switzerland, Nova, suspended, important, Italys,
departments, aid, positions, nation-wide, association, speculated, curve, expenses, AXP, war, features, issuer, two-to-one, link, Braddock, individual,
ones, television, overriding, defend, dominant, cardholders, monthly, delighted, Dallas, Quebec, enaction, expired, touch, Taiwan, middle-class,
entitlement, recognised, deciding, resumed, talking, Japan, expected, cut,base, lending, rate, institutions, pct, part, recent, pact, major, industrial,
nations, Paris, Finance, Ministry, sources, said, based, revision, Trust, Fund, Bureau, Law, approved, parliament, March, abolishing, minimum,
interest, deposits, bureau, channels, funds, government, public, works, official, uses, bodies, Development, Bank, Peoples, Corp, corporations, local,
enterprises, usually, moves, tandem, long-term, prime, rates, However, impossible, follow, January, legally, set, ministry, abolish, introduce, resolve,
problem, stimulate, domestic, economy, Tuesday, bankers, record, effective, February, suggested, reached, agreement, depositors, postal, savings,
system, Posts, Telecommunications, welfare, annuity, Health, Welfare, ministries, trying, determine, market, considered, setting, bureaus, deposit,
Coupon, new, year, bonds, minus, percentage, points, likeliest, choice, added, Italian, treasury, annual, coupon, payable, two, issues, certificates,
CCTs, four, compared

W3 credit, finance, move, fee, group, state, transaction, banking, hopes, financial, committee, Visa, balances, Hockin, Express, Citicorp, charges,
statement, ct, amount, reduce, responding, Service, subcommittee, OPTIMA, marketing, Chia, quarterly, billing, It, yearly, market-related, allowed,
low, example, threatened, represented, stay, workers, returns, cardholders, news, levels, sees, factor, pressures, Nova, suspended, important,
departments, aid, welfare, annuity, positions, nation-wide, association, speculated, curve, expenses, AXP, war, features, issuer, link, Braddock,
individual, ones, television, overriding, defend, dominant, monthly, delighted, Quebec, expired, touch, Switzerland, middle-class, entitlement,
recognised, deciding, resumed, talking, expected, cut, base, lending, rate, institutions, pct, part, recent, pact, major, industrial, nations, Paris, Finance,
Ministry, sources, said, based, revision, Trust, Fund, Bureau, Law, approved, parliament, March, abolishing, minimum, interest, deposits, bureau,
channels, funds, government, public, works, official, uses, bodies, Development, Bank, Peoples, Corp, Taiwan, Italys, two-to-one,corporations, local,
enterprises, usually, moves, tandem, long-term, prime, rates, However, impossible, follow, January, legally, set, ministry, abolish, introduce, resolve,
problem, stimulate, domestic, economy, Tuesday, bankers, record, effective, February, suggested, reached, agreement, depositors, postal, savings,
system, Posts, Telecommunications, Health, Welfare, ministries, trying, determine, market, considered, setting, bureaus, deposit, Coupon, new, year,
bonds, minus, percentage, points, likeliest, Japan, choice, added, Italian, treasury, annual, coupon, payable, two, issues, certificates, CCTs, four,
compared

the topic in Table. I, the category will be assigned ‘Finance’.
In this paper, we take an assumption that each specific topic
estimated by PTM has a single sematic interpretation but with
multi-sematic aspects or profiles, and that is the motivation of
our work.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we explain the detail our methodology for
increasing representative ability of the topic. Furthermore, we
analyse the effects of incoherence or bias that standard PTMs
suffered. Once we determine which sematic profile is being
covered by each topic, we propose to promote and identify
‘good’ words within the topic description.

For a given topic description word set, the aim of this
paper is to re-rank the word set in order to obtain a better
topic representation. Inspired by the diversification scheme in
information retrieval research, we focus on selecting the words
that are both relevant to the topic and different from the words
already selected. The common principle of diversification is
to select as diverse results as possible from a given set of
retrieved documents [18]. In our case, we aim to select a
semantic representation word set to represent the topic with
less redundancy among them as much semantic expression
aspects as possible, as well as avoiding the ambiguity of the
word. We formulate our identification scheme as a re-ranking
task, which is similar to the work of [15]. But different from
the work of [15], we devote to identifying and refining the
quantification the meaningful representative words for topic
representation from the diversification point view for avoiding
semantic loss of the topic description.

In this section, we elaborate on a general-based WTW
(Word Topic Ware) method to identify the meaningful rep-
resentative word set for increasing representative ability to a
specific topic. Thus, we choose the classical implicit diversifi-
cation approach to realize. Our approach is based on a similar
principle to Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [19], which
aim is to take both relevance and redundancy into account for
the selected documents.

In this paper, each topic is presented to a top-N most
probable word set W from the word-topic distribution Φ
to represent the topic t. In this paper, we elaborate MMR
algorithm to promote the representative ability of the specific
word in topic description, to remedy the semantic contribution
degree of the specific word for the topic. In the experiments,
we iteratively select and order top-ranked N words with new
weight scores by using MMR scheme.

The new semantic contribution degree of each word wi∈W
of the specific topic t is calculated by Eq.(1):

weight(wi, t)=λdegree(wi, t)−(1−λ) max
wj∈S

sim(wi, wj) (1)

where S is the selected set of words in W , degree(wi, t)
determines the original representative degree of each word wi

in topic t, and sim(wi, wj) determines the similarity between
two words pair. λ denotes the interpolation parameter which
controls the tradeoff between the relevance and the diversity.
In the experiments, we empirically set λ=0.5.

As for a fixed topic number K, we consider that for the
specific topic tm (m ∈ [1,K]), the representative degree value
of the word degree(wi,tm) should be with high marginal



probability in topic tm, as well as possessing low marginal
probability in other topics, which is calculated by Eq.( 2):

degree(wi, tm) = φtm,i · log
φtm,i

K
√∏K

k=1 φk,i

(2)

where sim(wi,wj) denotes the similarity between each node
pair, and we use Word2vec 2 to accomplish it.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the evaluation results that we
obtained by applying our proposed framework WTW.

A. Datasets

In this section, we evaluate our topic representation scheme
on three large widely datasets: 20NG-bydate 3, Reuter-10 and
OHSUMED87-91 4. we do use offline topic model so that we
can easily extend our work on large collections and avoid the
challenge of choosing the topic number.
• 20NG-bydate: It is a widely used dataset for text classifi-

cation research. It is highly balanced since each category
has about 1000 texts. We use the bydate version of this
dataset with a total of 18,846 articles that are organized
into twenty different categories. This version has been di-
vided into training (60%) and test (40%) set, respectively,
and we follow this in the experiment. In addition, we keep
the text contained in Content field for topic modeling.

• Reuters-10: It is another benchmark dataset typically
used in the research field of text classification. It contains
21,578 documents in 135 categories. But this dataset is
very imbalanced and the variation of category size is quite
large. Hence, in the experiment, we left the documents
belonging to merely one category and use the 10 largest
categories in the dataset (Reuters-10) with a total of 7,285
documents. We use the standard split, 5,228 documents is
used as train set and 2,057 documents is used as test set,
respectively. In the experiment, we use the BODY field
for topic modeling.

• OHSUMED87-91: It is a widely used dataset for text
retrieval and text classification research. It contains five
years (1987-1991) relatively short abstracts of references
from medical journals in the MEDLINE database with
348,566 documents. In the experiment, we use the ab-
stract field for topic modeling and we manually eliminate
the invalid documents and left 233,445 documents in fact.
We select 119,828 documents used as test and the rest of
113,617 documents used as train set.

For all datasets, we removed HTML tags, stop words, rare
words and the word with length less than two or occur in
less than five documents. In addition, in 20NG-bydate, the
Content field of some documents are empty, and we cull these
documents manually in the experiment. Table. II gives the
detailed statistics information of three datasets.

2http://code.google.com/p/word2vec
3http://qwone.com/˜jason/20Newsgroups/
4http://mlr.cs.umass.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/ohsumed/

TABLE II: Statistics of the datasets.

Dataset train word number test word number
20NG-bydate 49,446 34,913
Reuters-10 33,340 22,880
OHSUMED87-91 402,058 441,400

B. Experimental Setting

In order to evaluate our approach, we require a topic model.
We apply directly standard LDA to obtain the initial topic
description results from each dataset. In the experiments, we
use Gibbs sampler to generate the topic-word distributions Φ,
and the iteration number of Gibbs sampler adopt a fixed value
1000. During modeling training, the Dirichlet hyperparameters
α and β are set to 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. For each topic t
be denoted as a list with top-ranked N words, and the value
of N ranges from 10 to 400, step is set to 5.

C. Results and Analysis

Topic coherence metric is a popular automatical metric to
evaluate the coherence of the topics learnt by topic models.
However, it is unfit for our work due to the word-frequency
essential peculiarity of the language being used. In order
to analysis how effect of the topic representative ability is,
with the increasing of the topic representation word number
N being selected, we take the perplexity to evaluate the
performance of topic representation.

As shown in Fig. 1, we exhibit the lowest value of perplexity
comparisons (top-N 20 and top-N 200) on three datasets.

From Fig. 1, we can observe that the lowest value of
perplexity has fluctuation to some extent with the selected
word number increasing. Experimental results shows that the
topic representative ability is instable due to the scale of the
top-ranked word set. It is the proof of the influence of word
frequency on text modeling. Thus, we can conclude that it is
an objective existence phenomenon in general PTMs, and it is
also proved that the necessity and significance for increasing
the representative ability to topic representation.

In the third line of Table. I shows the new topic description
W3 for the same topic examples. For the first glance, the
description of W3 is similar to W2, that is to say, they indeed
depict the same semantic.

On the one hand, when we make a detailed observation, we
find that there are some words, such as ‘transaction, Hockin’,
appeared in W3 with higher rankings compared to W2, which
makes the semantic representative ability of W3 better than
W2.

On the other hand, we find that the word with high fre-
quency, such as the word ‘It’ in W2, descend the rankings, i.e,
its semantic contribution degree is descend because the little
relevance with the selected word set, as well as descending
the influence of its word frequency.

Furthermore, in the experiments, we find that with the value
of N ascending, the lower-ranked word set has little semantic
contribution for topic representation even though they are
ranked using our method, and the representative ability of



(a) Comparison on 20NG-bydate-Test (b) Comparison on 20NG-bydate-Train

(c) Comparison on Reuters-10-Test (d) Comparison on Reuters-10-Train

(e) Comparison on OHSUMED87-91-Test (f) Comparison on OHSUMED87-91-Train

Fig. 1: Examples of perplexity value comparisons on three datasets.

the topic will be confused sometimes. We also find that the
value of N is highly depend on the quality of the dataset. If
the category of the dataset is relatively distinct, the influence
of the N value for the topic representative ability is slight,
such as 20NG-bydate and Reuters-10. On the contrary, as
for OHSUMED, the influence of the N value for the topic
representative ability is volatile.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on screening out the more repre-
sentative words for topic representation. We investigate a re-
ranking method WTW to evaluate the representative ability of

words over different topics. This work will enhance the ability
to support fine grained topics representation for text content
mining tasks.
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